FCPA Series Canopy Installation Guide
CAUTION: PLEASE FOLLOW
THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL
CAREFULLY TO PREVENT ANY
INJURIES OR COMPLICATIONS
THAT MAY ARISE.
WARNING: Before installing or
maintaining to luminary, make sure
all power are TURNED OFF.

AC-CPA-SM SURFACE MOUNT FLANGE KIT
Includes: FCPA150, FCPA 180, and the FCPA 240
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DESCRIPTION

QTY

AC-CPA-SM PLATE

AC-CPA-SM PLATE is mounted to the mounting
surface and used as a housing for the luminaire
and the LED Driver.
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AC-CPA-SM ANGLE

These AC-CPA-SM angles are fastened onto the
ﬁxture and then fastened to the Plate to secure
everything in place.
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10-00021

These bolts are fasten the angles to the FCPA
Luminaire with the f
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10-00022

Washer to be used with the socket head bolts
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1) Remove the LED
Driver from the
Junction Box and
discard the J box.
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[480 mm]
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[310 mm]

[

3) Use this drilling
template to make the
desired holes on the
ceiling before
installing the
AC-CPA-SM. The
center hole must
have access to the AC
Power Supply cable.

2) Fasten the two Angles
provided to the FCPA luminare.
Also, install the LED Driver
to the FCPA. This is done by
screwing one screw to secure the
Driver to the light. Double sided
tape can be used for more support.
(Tape not Included)

4) Fasten the AC-CPA-SM Plate to the ceiling using the 4 small holes provided.
bring down the AC Power Supply Cable from the center hole and let it hang a little
after fastening the AC-CPA Plate in place. Get the FCPA Canopy Light (with the
angles) and bring it up to the plate and follow the Wiring Diagram (located at the
bottom of the page) to connect all the wires properly.

1.5 in
38.1mm]

Safety Cable

6) Once everything is properly installed, the
FCPA would be mounted to the ceiling and
all the wiring would be hidden inside the
J-Box above the ceiling.

5) Align the holes from the angles to the holes on the side of the plate
and use the sockethead bolts to fasten them together.

INSIDE J-BOX

PRE-CONNECTED

NEUTRAL [WHITE]

ACN [BLUE/WHITE]

GROUND [GREEN]

GROUND [GREEN]

(DO NOT DISCONNECT)

LED DRIVER

OUTPUT

ACL [BROWN/BLACK]

INPUT

HOT [BLACK]

V(-)
[BLACK]

[BLACK]

V(+)
[RED]

[WHITE]
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